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Abstract
Sentiment analysis is an important natural language processing (NLP) task due to a wide range of applications. Most

existing sentiment analysis techniques are limited to the analysis carried out at the aggregate level, merely providing

negative, neutral and positive sentiments. The latest deep learning-based methods have been leveraged to provide more

than three sentiment classes. However, such learning-based methods are still black-box-based methods rather than

explainable language processing methods. To address this gap, this paper proposes a new explainable fine-grained multi-

class sentiment analysis method, namely MiMuSA, which mimics the human language understanding processes. The

proposed method involves a multi-level modular structure designed to mimic human’s language understanding processes,

e.g., ambivalence handling process, sentiment strength handling process, etc. Specifically, multiple knowledge bases

including Basic Knowledge Base, Negation and Special Knowledge Base, Sarcasm Rule and Adversative Knowledge Base,

and Sentiment Strength Knowledge Base are built to support the sentiment understanding process. Compared with other

multi-class sentiment analysis methods, this method not only identifies positive or negative sentiments, but can also

understand fine-grained multi-class sentiments, such as the degree of positivity (e.g., strongly positive or slightly positive)

and the degree of negativity (e.g., slightly negative or strongly negative) of the sentiments involved. The experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed MiMuSA outperforms other existing multi-class sentiment analysis methods in terms

of accuracy and F1-Score.

Keywords Human-like understanding � Fine-grained sentiment understanding � Multi-class sentiment analysis �
Sentiment strength � Explainable sentiment understanding � Sarcasm handling � Knowledge base � Multi-level modular

structure

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing (NLP)

task that aims to identify or study sentiments, opinions,

subjective information or attitude hidden in human com-

munication [1]. Sentiment analysis has become increas-

ingly important due to a wide range of applications, e.g., to

address companies’ eagerness in seeking to know about

users’ sentiments, to collect opinions or attitudes toward

various services and products, etc. [2–4]. It is also a branch

of affective computing research that aims to classify human

communication data, such as text, audio and video into

positive or negative polarity [5–7]. It has been applied to

different fields with different applications.

Most of sentiment analysis methods merely identify

sentiment polarity at the aggregate level, e.g., positive,

negative or neutral [8–16]. Some of them even consider

sentiment analysis as a mere binary classification problem

(positive vs. negative). Compared to aggregate-level sen-

timent analysis, some previous work proposed a kind of

fine-grained sentiment analysis which can yield more

specific fine-grained results, such as characterizing senti-

ments into finer subcategories such as anxiety, sadness and

anger for negative sentiments or emotions, and excitement

and happiness for positive sentiments or emotions [17].

Such fine-grained sentiment analysis methods are good

attempts to identify emotions [17, 18]. However, this is not

the kind of fine-grained sentiment analysis that this

research aims to address. Wang et al. [19] introduced

multi-level fine-scaled sentiment sensing methods;
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however, their experimental results were still aggregate-

level sentiment analysis. To implement fine-grained multi-

class sentiment analysis for more accurate sentiment

identification and more extensive application, this research

aims to identify the degree of the sentiments involved (e.g.,

strongly positive or slightly negative).

Deep learning (DL) techniques have been leveraged for

sentiment analysis and some of the works consider multi-

class sentiment classification, but they are still black-box

methods and unexplainable [13, 14]. The dependence on

large labeled training data is the other limitation of the

applications of deep learning methods especially for clas-

sification tasks. Therefore, to address the issue of unex-

plainability, we develop an algorithm to mimic the human

language understanding process and hence improve the

explainability of the sentiment analysis models.

In this paper, using conceptual dependency as the the-

oretical basis for human language understanding process

[20–22], we address the gap by proposing a new method—

human-like fine-grained multi-class sentiment understand-

ing. It not only overcomes the issues of unexplainability of

the learning-based methods, but also implements human-

like fine-grained multi-class sentiment understanding

through mimicking the processes of how humans under-

stand languages.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

1. Novel main algorithm: This paper proposes MiMuSA,

a method that mimics the language understanding

process of human beings. It is an explainable fine-

grained multi-class sentiment analysis method which

builds various knowledge bases to overcome the

limitation of aggregate-level sentiment analysis,

including providing different sentiment strength levels.

2. Multi-knowledge base representations: These knowl-

edge bases are built according to human’s multi-level

knowledge acquisition process. These knowledge bases

include Basic Knowledge Base, Local Language

Knowledge Base, Negation and Special Knowledge,

Sarcasm Rule, Adversative Base, Amplifier & Dimin-

isher Knowledge Base, etc.

3. Multi-level modular structure designs: Multi-level

modular functional designs are implemented, which

mimics human’s language understanding processes,

e.g., ambivalence handling process, handling of differ-

ent sentiment strength.

4. Experiment on the fine-grained ground truth data:

Besides leveraging the existing datasets, a new fine-

grained multi-class sentiment ground truth data in the

transportation domain crawled from Reddit.PRAW is

built, through consistent agreement among the human

subjects. Such ground truth dataset enriches the multi-

class sentiment dataset and provides a new comparison

criterion for other research and researchers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses and

analyzes the existing related work. In Sect. 3, the proposed

MiMuSA method is presented in details. The datasets used

are described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the experiments com-

paring MiMuSA with the existing methods are presented.

Lastly, we conclude the work in Sect. 6.

2 Related work

A fair amount of research work, which claimed multi-class

or multi-level sentiment analysis, has been done

[8–14, 23–25]. However, if a method produces only 3-class

sentiments (such as positive, negative and neutral), or

4-class sentiments (such as positive, negative, ambiva-

lence/mixed and neutral), it is still considered an aggre-

gate-level method, because it basically provides only the

polarity. True multi-class sentiment analysis must be able

to produce a finer distinction by providing the associated

strengths such as strongly positive, slightly positive, neu-

tral, slightly negative and strongly negative. This means

that there should be at least five levels of distinguishable

sentiment categories.

Liu et al. investigated multi-class sentiment classifica-

tion comparing feature selection strategies through differ-

ent machine learning algorithms [10]. The results

demonstrated that in terms of classification accuracy, dif-

ferent feature selection algorithms could enhance the per-

formance of different learning-based methods. Such results

are consistent with the previous work [11, 12]. However,

true multi-class sentiment analysis, such as five or more

than five multi-class sentiment identification tasks, was not

part of their study.

There are some research works which mentioned multi-

class sentiment analysis [26–37]. However, all of them in

fact focused on aggregate level of sentiment analysis

without considering the strength of the positivity or nega-

tivity. They did not handle five or more than five multi-

level or multi-class sentiment analysis.

For example, Xiong et al. [38] proposed Twitter senti-

ment classification methods by using multi-level senti-

ment-enriched word embeddings. The proposed method is

a learning-based method considering word level sentiment

and tweet level sentiment in the learning process. It suc-

cessfully detected the sentiment polarity toward different

subtasks, such as expression-level and message-level sub-

tasks. However, their multi-level sentiment analysis is still

aggregate-level sentiment analysis without considering the

strength of the positivity or negativity.
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There are multi-level or multi-class sentiment analysis

methods reported for identifying more than three sentiment

classes [17–19, 39–43]. Bouazizi and Ohtsuki proposed a

pattern-based approach for multi-class sentiment analysis

for Twitter data, named SANTA. The method, SANTA,

classifies the Twitter texts into one out of seven classes:

‘‘love,’’ ‘‘happiness,’’ ‘‘fun,’’ ‘‘neutral,’’ ‘‘hate,’’ ‘‘sadness’’

and ‘‘anger’’ [18]. Their results are consistent with previous

work that showed that sentiments and emotions can be both

properly identified [17, 44]. Even though multi-level or

multi-class sentiment analysis was conducted in their

research, the strength of the positivity or negativity was not

considered in their work. Kocon et al. proposed a multi-

level sentiment analysis method for the specific dataset,

named PolEmo. 2.0 [41]. PolEmo 1.0 is a corpus of con-

sumer reviews from four domains: medicine, hotels,

products and school.

DL techniques have also been leveraged for sentiment

classification tasks [13, 14, 34, 45, 46] and some research

works utilized commonsense reasoning to enhance senti-

ment analysis tasks [2, 47]. Syaekhoni et al. utilized several

popular DL models, such as convolutional neural network

(CNN), long short-term memory (LSTM) and multilayer

neural network models, and they proved that LSTM per-

formed better than other DL models in their research [13].

Alzamzami et al. [14] built a general multi-class sentiment

classifier using Domain-Free Sentiment Multimedia Data-

set (DFSMD). They utilized light gradient boosting

machine (LGBM) to recognize the sentiments of tweets in

handling high-dimensional and imbalanced data. Liang

et al. [34] developed a graph convolutional network (GCN)

on the basis of SenticNet to exploit the affective depen-

dencies for the specific aspect.

Such learning-based methods have been proved feasible

if the large training dataset is available. However, the

training datasets are not always available for such multi-

level or multi-class sentiment analysis tasks. In addition,

such learning methods still represent black-box methods

and they are unexplainable due to the unexplainable nature

of the DL models [48]. It is believed that the insight into

the models provided by the human understandable form of

knowledge (e.g., in the form of rules and cases) can bring

an extra benefit to the users [49].

Summarizing the existing multi-level or multi-class

sentiment analysis, it is found that whether they are

learning-based methods (e.g., DL), non-learning-based

methods (e.g., lexical-based methods) or hybrid methods,

there are gaps and limitations. For learning-based methods,

labeled training datasets are required for achieving an

acceptable level of performance for sentiment classification

problems. Especially, when the number of classes of sen-

timent is more than 4 (e.g., five classes of sentiments), such

black-box learning methods suffer from the shortcoming of

the dependency on training datasets [6]. The existing

hybrid methods still share the same shortcomings as the

learning-based methods [17–19].

Even though the issue of labeled dataset is not of con-

cern for existing non-learning-based methods, such as the

lexicon-based methods, the challenge for these methods is

how to conduct human-like explainable sentiment analysis.

For example, for negative sentiment understanding, how

can machines understand the degree of negativity (strongly

or slightly negative) just like what humans do. This is

interesting and challenging work, which is what this

research aims to address.

This paper addresses the challenges by proposing a new

method (MiMuSA): human-like fine-grained multi-class

sentiment analysis. MiMuSA not only overcomes the

unexplainability issues of the learning-based methods, but

also implements fine-grained multi-class sentiment under-

standing through mimicking the human language under-

standing process.

3 Proposed MiMuSA

3.1 The overall design of the proposed MiMuSA

The proposed human-like explainable fine-grained multi-

level sentiment analysis method is a subtask of human-like

explainable language understanding. The overall frame-

work of the human-like explainable language understand-

ing method is implemented through four important

modules/tasks as shown in Fig. 1.

The first module is ‘‘Atomic’’ Basic Concept Knowl-

edge Database Module (module (A) in Fig. 1). The ground

concepts such as the basic temporal or sequence informa-

tion (e.g., ordered sequence information) and spatial

information (e.g., location information) are constructed

[50]. This knowledge base is constructed through a process

of crowd sourcing and automatic online sourcing. The

second module is the Ground Knowledge Representation

Module (module (B)) [50–52], which is to realize ground

concept representation or ‘‘atomic’’ basic concept repre-

sentation. This knowledge representation scheme is con-

structed through a process of crowd sourcing and automatic

online sourcing. Machine learning including DL methods

are used to enhance the knowledge representation. The

third module is Human-like Explainable Language

Understanding Core Module (module (C)). Based on

‘‘atomic’’ basic concepts and the knowledge representation

constructed in the first and second modules, it converts a

language-dependent surface sentential structure into a

language independent deep-level predicate representation

which is related to our physical world [51]. It implements

the language understanding processes to realize the
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preliminary human-like explainable language understand-

ing methods. The proposed MiMuSA, which is a human-

like explainable fine-grained multi-level sentiment analysis

method, is specially designed for a sentiment understand-

ing task. It is a subtask and a simplified version of a

human-like explainable language understanding method.

The fourth module, module (D) in Fig. 1, is the Advanced

Human-like Explainable Language Understanding Module.

It converts the predicate representation into grounded real-

world references and constructs [52]. The implementation

of this advanced explainable language understanding pro-

cess to enable robots to carry out language instructions

accordingly is what AI and NLP scientists had wanted to

do all along [22, 52].

As discussed by Schank and Abelson, to understand the

full story contained within sentences is to mimic what

humans do for language understanding [22]. Inspiring by

Schank and Abelson’s work [20, 22], the proposed

MiMuSA mimics the language understanding processes of

human beings for sentiment analysis tasks. A multi-level

hierarchical modular design is the main characteristics of

the proposed method as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows the overall design of the proposed

MiMuSA. The main module A, Human-like Fine-grained

Multi-level Explainable Sentiment Analysis Module, is a

multi-level hierarchical designed including two main sub-

modules: A1, Aggregate-Level Sentiment Identification,

which is the foundation for submodule, A2, Fine-grained

Multi-Level Sentiment Identification, which is the Core

Module for Human-like Fine-grained Multi-level Explain-

able Sentiment Identification.

To support the main module, Human-like Fine-grained

Multi-level Explainable Sentiment Analysis Module (A), a

Knowledge Base Module (B) which includes different

knowledge bases is built. These knowledge bases include

B0, Basic Knowledge Base (e.g., Standard English Lexicon

Dictionary); B1, Local Language Knowledge Base (e.g.,

Singlish); B2, Negation and Special Knowledge (e.g.,

Negation, Special Lexicon); B3, Domain Knowledge Base

(e.g., Transport Domain Lexicon); B4, Sarcasm Rule &

Adversative Base, and B5, Sentiment Strength Knowledge

Base, etc.

Below we summarize the modules discussed above:

A. Human-like Fine-grained Multi-level Explainable

Sentiment Analysis Module, which includes the two main

submodules:

• A1. Aggregate-Level Sentiment Identification.

• A2. Fine-grained Multi-Level Sentiment Identification.

B. Knowledge Base Module, which include six main

knowledge bases:

• B0. Basic Knowledge Base

• B1. Local Language Knowledge Base including Social

Media Lexicon.

• B2. Negation and Special Knowledge Base

• B3. Domain Knowledge Base

• B4. Sarcasm Rule & Adversative Knowledge Base

• B5. Sentiment Strength Knowledge Base

The modules A1 and A2 reflect the various stages of

human reasoning when carrying out the process of senti-

ment analysis and understanding. They contain submodules

of different functions to mimic the language understanding

Fig. 1 The overall framework

of human-like explainable

language understanding
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processes of human beings, such as ambivalence handling,

adversarial sarcasm identification and sentiment strength

detection. The different functional modules are the key

functional modules for realizing fine-grained multi-class

sentiment analysis. These functions are implemented

within the framework of the proposed MiMuSA. Not only

positive or negative sentiments can be identified, fine-

grained multi-class sentiments, such as the degree of pos-

itivity (e.g., strongly positive or slightly positive) and the

degree of negativity (e.g., slightly negative or strongly

negative) of the sentiments involved, can also be identified.

These knowledge bases (B0, B1, B2, B3, B4 & B5) are

built according to human’s multi-level knowledge acqui-

sition process. Basic Knowledge Base (B0) contains stan-

dard English sentiment words or phrases, and Local

Language Knowledge Base (B1) contains sentiment words

or phrases of local language. Negation and Special

Knowledge Base (B2) covers all the negation words and

many special words which represent special meanings.

Domain Knowledge Base (B3) contains sentiment words or

phrases in the specific domains (e.g., Transport, Movie).

Sarcasm Rule & Adversative Knowledge Base (B4) con-

tains Sarcasm Rules and ambivalence indicators for

ambivalence handling, while Sentiment Strength Knowl-

edge Base (B5) contains many strength-level indicators

(e.g., very, worse and worst) for sentiment strength

handling.

3.2 Theoretical basis of human language
understanding processes for MiMuSA

To implement human-like explainable sentiment analysis,

the proposed MiMuSA mimics what humans do for

understanding the sentiment of a piece of text. The theo-

retical basis of it is conceptual dependency, which is a

theory of human-like explainable representation of the

meaning of sentences [22]. One of the basic axioms of

Schank and Abelson’s theory is ‘‘any information in a

sentence that is implicit must be made explicit in the rep-

resentation of the meaning of that sentence’’ [22].

Therefore, considering sentence sentiment understand-

ing, knowing the meaning (e.g., sentiments) of each ele-

ment or component of sentence is a necessary step for

sentiment identification and understanding, which can be

implemented by utilizing the various kinds of knowledge

(see Knowledge Base Module in Fig. 2).

Generally, for sentiment understanding or analysis tasks,

given a piece of comment, human beings can identify the

aggregate-level sentiment meaning first (e.g., positive,

negative, neutral). After identifying the aggregate-level

sentiment, the degree of the polarity, or fine-grained level

(e.g., strongly positive, or slightly positive for a positive

comment; strongly negative, or slightly negative for a

negative comment) can then be identified accordingly [17].

Therefore, the first step is Aggregate-Level Sentiment

Identification, followed by fine-grained sentiment identifi-

cation to realize multi-class fine-gained sentiment

understanding.

Fig. 2 The overall design of the

proposed MiMuSA—the

modules designed captures what

humans do for understanding

sentiment
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3.3 Extending aggregate-level sentiment
identification

For a piece of text data including several sentences, sen-

timent analysis is performed on each opinion sentence. The

paragraph level and article level sentiment analysis are

carried out through ‘‘sum’’ methods [19]: simply counting

the number of positive and/or negative sentences or

leveraging on the fuzzy sum based on the adaptive fuzzy

inference algorithm [17, 19].

For designing the Human-like explainable Multi-Level

Sentiment Identification, the basic concepts used in previ-

ous work [19] lay the experimental foundation for the

proposed idea in this paper. Typical aggregate-level anal-

ysis produces three levels of positive, negative and neutral

sentiments. Extended aggregate-level analysis that includes

ambivalence sentiment can produce up to four or six levels

of sentiments. As shown in Table 1, the extended aggre-

gate-level sentiments are defined and explained [19].

This paper follows Schank and Abelson’ work [22],

using sentences or short texts to showcase the procedure.

The extended aggregate-level sentiments can be catego-

rized into three classes, four classes and six classes,

according to human beings’ language understanding pro-

cesses. For example, ambivalence is a category, which

contains both positive and negative sentiments. Ambiva-

lence category can be categorized into three classes:

Mixed-Negative, Mixed-Positive and Mixed-Neutral (or

Mixed-Equal) sentiments as shown in Table 1.

Humans can further understand the nature of the

ambivalence of Mixed-Positive, Mixed-Negative and

Mixed-Neutral as shown in Table 1 in terms of whether

they are finally toward positive or negative [17, 19]. Hence,

such three ambivalent subcategories can be further cate-

gorized into one of common aggregate-level sentiments

such as: negative and positive. Mixed-Positive, with a

stronger weight of positive, will be further categorized into

positive. Mixed-Equal, which seems to have equal weight

of each sentiment polarity, will instead be further catego-

rized into positive or negative, rather than neutral. It is easy

for human beings to understand that if there are positive

and negative sentiment expressed in a comment, it will

never be neutral as we define neutral to mean that in the

comment, there is neither positive nor negative sentiment

present [17, 19].

The concepts above shown in Table 1 lay the foundation

for the human-like fine-grained multi-class sentiment

analysis method. For example, further analysis of the three

ambivalence categories: Mixed-Positive, Mixed-Negative,

and Mixed-Equal. It is easy for human beings to be able to

tell that Mixed-Positive, with a stronger weight of positive,

should be positive and Mixed-Negative, with a stronger

weight of negative, should be negative [19].

Regarding the Mixed-Equal sentiment, which seems to

express equal weight of positive and negative information,

it should not be treated as neutral sentiment according to

the definition of neural, because neutral implies neither

positive nor negative sentiments. In the case of Mixed-

Equal, such is not the case—there are no positive and no

negative sentiments in the text [19].

The work done above on enhanced Aggregate-Level

Sentiment Identification lays the experimental foundation

for the proposed human-like fine-grained sentiment anal-

ysis method. Based on the theoretical analysis of human-

like explainable understanding processes (Sect. 3.2) and

the extended Aggregate-Level Sentiment Identification

method (Sect. 3.3), fine-grained multi-class sentiment

identification is described in the next subsection.

Table 1 Extended aggregate sentiment category, definition, and explanation [19]

Sentiment categories Definition and explanations according to human’s language understanding process

4 categories 6 categories

Neutral Neutral Neither positive nor negative sentiments. There are no positive and no negative sentiments, only neutral

statement in the text.

Negative Negative Contains only negative sentiments. There is only negative sentiments and no positive comments in the

text.

Positive Positive Contains only positive sentiments. There is only positive comments and no negative comments in the

text.

Ambivalence Mixed-Negative Contains both positive and negative sentiments, but with a stronger weightage of negative sentiments.

Mixed-Positive Contains both positive and negative sentiments, but with a stronger weightage of positive sentiments.

Mixed-Neutral or

Mixed-Equal

Contains both positive and negative sentiments, seems to have equal weightage of each; or difficult to

tell which one is stronger before doing deeper anlaysis.
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3.4 Implementation of MiMuSA for fine-grained
multi-class sentiment identification

Based on the Aggregate-Level Sentiment Identification

module in Sect. 3.3 and the theoretical basis of human

language understanding processes in Sect. 3.2, a fine-

grained multi-class sentiment identification algorithm is

designed and implemented. The mathematical description

as well as the detailed implementations will be detailed in

this section.

3.4.1 The mathematical description

The proposed fine-grained Multi-Level Sentiment Identi-

fication algorithm mimics human being’s language under-

standing process. Such language understanding process

enables the machines to answer the questions on whether

the different components of the sentence reflect positive or

negative sentiment, such as whether the sentiment about

the Actor (Subject) is positive, neutral or negative, whether

the sentiment about the Action (Predicate) is positive,

neutral or negative, whether the sentiment about the Object

is positive, neutral or negative, etc.

This paper details the simplified version of the proposed

MiMuSA, which considers the overall sentiment of the

whole sentence (in fact, MiMuSA can provide the answers

for the sentiment of each of the different components (e.g.,

Actor (Subject), Action (Predicate), Object or State)

separately).

For the simplified version, each piece of text (e.g., a

paragraph or an article) can be represented by a series of

opinion components. This is represented as a series of

vectors, O ¼ o1; o2; � � � ; oi; � � � ; oNf g, where oi is the ith

opinion component. Each opinion component oi 2 O con-

sists of a finite sequence of words, phrases or their abbre-

viations. The process of fine-grained sentiment

identification for each opinion component is shown in

Algorithm 1.
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Each opinion component (e.g., a sentence), oi, can be

represented by a vector, W ¼ w1;w2; � � � ;wj; � � � ;wK

� �
,

where wj is the jth word or phrase component. Each com-

ponent wj 2 W consists of a finite sequence of words,

phrases or their abbreviations.

M ¼ m1;m2; � � � ;mj; � � � ;mK

� �
, represents intermediate

sentiment categories, where mj is the sentiment class of the

jth component. Each mj 2 M is one of the sentiment cate-

gories. For aggregate-level sentiment analysis, mj can be

positive (1), negative (- 1) or neutral (0). M can be

obtained through a matching method using the knowledge

base we have built.

N represents the negation vector,

N ¼ n1; n2; � � � ; nj; � � � ; nK
� �

, where nj is the negation

category of the jth component. Each nj 2 N is a negation

indicator. nj can be negation (1) or not negation (0).

The WTN (‘‘Word to Neutral’’) vector represents the

polarity change situation as explained in Sect. 3.4.3

‘‘Sentiment identification with negation as well as special

handling.’’

WTN ¼ wtn1;wtn2; � � � ;wtnj; � � � ;wtnK
� �

, where wtnj is

the jth component of the WTN vector. Each wtni 2 WTN is

a polarity change indicator. The value of wtnj can be - 1 or

0. Value ‘‘- 1’’ means the polarity of the component is

reversed by the negation; ‘‘0’’ means that the meaning is

not reversed, but the sentiment polarity will be very weak

due to the negation before it.

The wtn value for the component ‘‘hate’’ is 0 (not

reversed), and the wtn value for the component ‘‘pretty’’ is

- 1 (reversed). If a component has a wtn value of - 1,

negation will reverse the polarity of the combined com-

ponent (see examples (1) and (2) below).

If a component has a wtn value of 0, negation will

convert the polarity of the combined component to ‘‘not

positive and not negative, either’’ (see examples (3) and (4)

below).

SA represents sarcasm and ambivalence indicator vector,

SA ¼ sa1; sa2; � � � ; saj; � � � ; saK
� �

, where saj is indicator of

the jth component. Each saj 2 SA can be ‘‘before CONJ

indicator’’ (1), ‘‘after CONJ indicator’’ (- 1), or ‘‘sarcasm

indicator’’ (0). (‘‘CONJ’’ means ‘‘conjunction component’’

in the sentence.) The detailed description of these are

provided in Sect. 3.4.4 ‘‘Sarcasm as well as adversative

handling for ambivalence handling’’ below.

SA can be obtained by leveraging vectors N and

M through a negation handling function and a sarcasm

handling function, which will be described in Sec-

tions 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.

S represents sentiment strength vector of each opinion

component of W, S ¼ s1; s2; � � � ; si; � � � ; sKf g, where sj is

the strength level of wij. sj 2 S is one of four strength

categories which are predefined, and will be detailed in

Sect. 3.4.5, ‘‘Sentiment Strength Handling.’’

The final sentiment score vector, C, is obtained using the

vectors above through mimicking human being’s language

processing rules as detailed in Sects. 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and

3.4.5.

3.4.2 Knowledge setup with data cleaning

According to human being’s language understanding pro-

cesses, the meaning or the polarity of certain words/phases

may be changed when they are compared with the

knowledge in the Basic Knowledge Base (B0 in Fig. 2).

Therefore, when the proposed MiMuSA is applied to

identify the sentiments of the reviews in certain domains,

compared to the Basic Knowledge Base (B0 in Fig. 2), the

domain knowledge in the Domain Knowledge Base (B3 in

Fig. 2) has a higher priority. In other words, if a word or

phase in the text is found in both the Basic Knowledge

Base and Domain Knowledge Base, the polarity or the

meaning from the latter will overwrite that from the

former.

For all the dataset, data cleaning is conducted by doing

the following: Delete all URLs, email addresses, quotations

and tags; Delete all words with ‘‘ &’’ or ‘‘@’’ characters;

Clean up all ‘‘nn’’ to avoid unnecessary spaces; Replace

multiple whitespaces or non-visible characters (such as

tabs) with one space; Trim leading and trailing

whitespaces.

3.4.3 Negation as well as special handling

Negation and Special Knowledge Base (B2 in Fig. 2) is

built to support the negation and special handling function

of MiMuSA. When assigning polarity to a word/phase/

sentence with negation in the sequence, it can result in two

possible outcomes. For examples:

1. She is pretty ! positive

2. She is not pretty ! negative

3. I hate this brand ! negative

4. I do not hate this brand ! not positive, but not

negative either.

where ‘‘not pretty’’ is a negation item followed by a pos-

itive item ‘‘pretty,’’ and the phrase is negative. ‘‘do not

hate’’ is negation followed by a negative item, but the

phrase is not positive.

Besides negation handling, a special handling function

is designed to handle the special cases. In fact, such special

knowledge is common sense. For example, the two sen-

tences listed below illustrate this function:

5. He like this brand ! In this case ‘‘like’’ is positive
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6. He looks like his mother ! In this case ‘‘like’’ is

neutral

For a sentence component such as ‘‘like,’’ the lexical

analysis, such as part of speech (POS) and semantic anal-

ysis, is leveraged to support this special handling function.

When the POS of ‘‘like’’ is not a verb, the special handler is

triggered accordingly.

Other examples of special cases are the misspelling

cases. Lexical items, such as ‘‘gooooooood’’ and

‘‘baaaaaaaaad,’’ are treated as ‘‘very good’’ and ‘‘very bad’’

rather than errors or mistakes. They are strengthened

forms, compared to base line forms of ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad.’’

Therefore, such special handling functions are also built

in the proposed MiMuSA as submodules. When the special

cases are detected, the function will be triggered.

In such a way, the overall polarity of the sentence is

determined after considering the negation handling as well

as special case handling. As shown in Fig. 2, the Negation

and Special Knowledge Base (B2) has been built to support

the negation handling with special case handling in this

research as shown in Algorithm 1.

3.4.4 Sarcasm rule and adversative base for ambivalence
handling

Sarcasm handling and adversative handling are important

steps for ambivalence handling [53, 54]. This draws

knowledge from the Sarcasm Rules and Adversative Base

(B4 in Fig. 2)

Sarcasm is commonly used by human language users,

and it can be easily detected by using Sarcasm Rules

designed in this paper. The general Sarcasm Rules are in

the form of the detecting certain sequences of various types

of text components. This paper lists two rules here:

Rule 1: [positive, negative, without proper adversative

conjunction present]

Rule 2: [negative, positive, without proper adversative

conjunction present]

For example:

7. The bad guy broke his arm, he was so lucky. (Sarcasm)

8. The thief is really smart. (Sarcasm)

If any of the above sequence or rules is found in the text, it

will trigger sarcasm handling. The polarity of such sarcasm

will be negative.

However, another situation must be considered, for

example:

9. I like taking the train although it’s crowded. (Slightly

positive)

10. The train is a bit delayed but I’m thankful. (Slightly

positive)

11. He was so lucky even though he broke his phone.

(Not sarcasm, implies positive event and it implies

he may get a new phone)

The sentences (9), (10) and (11) above do not satisfy the

Sarcasm Rules. Therefore, the adversative conjunction

handling or adversative handling (also named CONJ

Handling function) is designed to handle such situations.

It is discovered that such ambivalence sentences (in-

cluding both positive and negative sentiments) usually

contain conjunction phases or similar function words such

as ‘‘although’’ and ‘‘but.’’

Two types of conjunction phases (named as ‘‘before

CONJ’’ and ‘‘after CONJ’’) are handled separately, which

are illustrated using the examples below:

12. I like taking the train although it’s so crowded (In

this case, we name it as ‘‘before CONJ’’ case: the

part before the conjunction phase matters more and

hence the polarity of the sentence is tending to

positive)

13. I like taking the train but it’s so crowded (Whereas in

this case, we name it as ‘‘after CONJ’’ case: the part

after the conjunction words matters more and hence

the polarity of the sentence is tending to negative.)

14. The train is a bit delayed but I’m thankful. (In this

case, it is an ‘‘after CONJ’’ situation: the part after

the conjunction word matters more and hence the

polarity of the sentence is positive.)

15. The train is a bit delayed even though I’m thankful.

(Whereas in this case, it is a ‘‘before CONJ’’ case:

the part before the conjunction word matters more

and hence the polarity of the sentence is tending to

negative.)

Hence, identification of the type of ‘‘conjunction’’ enables

MiMuSA to determine which part of the sentence should

be prioritized to determine the sentiment polarity of the

sentence.

A knowledge base (B4. Sarcasm Rule & Adversative

Base in Fig. 2) has been built including both types of

‘‘conjunction’’ phrases. If the ‘‘conjunction’’ is type ‘‘be-

fore CONJ’’ (see example (12)), MiMuSA will prioritize

the polarity of the phrase before the ‘‘conjunction.’’ If the

type is ‘‘after CONJ’’ (see example (13)), MiMuSA will

prioritize the polarity of the phrase after the ‘‘conjunction.’’

Conjunction handling (adversative handling) is designed

together with sarcasm handling to realize the ambivalence

handling function.

3.4.5 Sentiment strength handling

Sentiment strength handling is another core module for the

multi-class sentiment identification function (utilizing
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knowledge in the Sentiment Strength Knowledge Base—

B5 in Fig. 2). Companies or individuals may want to know

the intensity of the sentiment (i.e., how positive or how

negative the text/sentence is). This requires fine-grained

multi-class sentiment analysis that considers the sentiment

degree or strength. For examples,

16. He loves this brand ! positive

17. He loves this brand very much ! strongly positive

18. The film is good ! positive

19. The film is damn good ! strongly positive

where human beings will identify ‘‘love’’ and ‘‘good’’ as

positive sentiment first, and then understand that ‘‘love...

very much’’ represents stronger positive sentiment than

‘‘love’’; and ‘‘damn good’’ represents stronger positive

sentiment than ‘‘good.’’

To enable this capability, sentiment strength handling

function is designed. It mimics how human beings under-

stand the text message by using the strength-level indica-

tors (e.g., very, best, worse and worst). An amplifier and

diminisher database which contains sentiment strength

indicators is built to support the implementation of senti-

ment analysis, as shown in Table 2. Four types of indica-

tors are defined: a, b, c and d, which are designed to

modify the sentiment strengths, varying from strongest,

stronger, baseline to below baseline.

As shown in Table 2, sentiment strength indicators, e.g.,

amplifiers, help to strengthen the degree of the sentiments

represented in the text, while diminishers weaken the

degree of the sentiments. Category a refers to the strongest

amplifiers (e.g., ‘‘Highest’’), b refers to stronger amplifiers

(e.g., ‘‘Very’’), d refers to diminishers (e.g., ‘‘Less’’) and c
refers to a case where there are no amplifiers and dimin-

ishers in front of a word.

The strength-level indicators described in Table 2 can

support the algorithm to understand or identify nine sen-

timent categories: very strongly negative (- 4), strongly

negative (- 3), negative (- 2), slightly negative (- 1),

neutral (0), slightly positive (1), positive (2), strongly

positive (3) and very strongly positive (4). However, there

is no such ground truth dataset available; therefore, this

paper leverages the datasets which have five categories:

strongly negative, negative, neutral, positive and strongly

positive.

4 Datasets

For this research, we use two different datasets in different

domains which are available for experiments and com-

parison. The details are presented in this section.

4.1 Transcomp

TransComp is the Public Web data of transportation

domain which we crawled from Reddit. PRAW is lever-

aged to scrape data from Reddit, which contains query

terms like ‘‘bus,’’ ‘‘mrtm,’’ ‘‘cab,’’ ‘‘taxi’’ and ‘‘comfort

delgro.’’ Since Reddit data tend to be long stories, the raw

data object is broken up into short texts or sentences as this

research focuses on short texts or sentences. The data is

kept in the initial raw format, which can better test the

capability of the proposed MiMuSA for handling the data

from real-world data sources.

In order to evaluate MiMuSA as well as the existing

methods, pre-labeled data is necessary. Four groups of

researchers were invited as volunteer annotators to label

the data manually. The annotation results from the four

groups were further analyzed and only the data objects for

which at least three groups of the annotators provided the

same labels were selected to form a set of ground truth

data, which contains 1062 data objects.

4.2 Movie review dataset

This paper used the test set of the Stanford Sentiment

Treebank dataset1 focusing on the movie domain, which

contains 2210 samples. The data were manually annotated

by four volunteers and the data objects for which any three

annotators of the four volunteers provided the same labels

were selected to form a set of ground truth data. As a result,

1240 samples were obtained. The review sentences in the

original dataset contain five different types of labels. The

five labels (0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) correspond to the sentiment

polarities of strongly negative, negative, neutral, positive

and strongly positive, respectively.

5 Experiment, evaluation and discussion

In this section, this paper describes experiments conducted

to test different methods, and the details are described in

each subsection.

5.1 Parameter setting

For every sentence component, sentiment strength handling

submodule searches for sentiment strength indicators: a, b
or d, with a being the highest priority and d being the least

priority, with the immediate next word carrying the same

polarity as the overall polarity of the text and the polarity is

scaled accordingly. If there are no sentiment strength

indicators found in the text, it can be concluded that there

1 https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/code.html.
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are no amplifiers and diminishers present, thus the text

belongs to group c.

For this research, the ground truth dataset contains five-

categories only (strongly positive, positive, neutral, nega-

tive and strongly negative). Therefore, both a and b modify

the sentiment to ‘‘strongly’’ level and this setting is con-

sistent with the previous work [19, 55]. It is consistent with

the human language understanding process (e.g., ‘‘good’’ is

positive, ‘‘very good’’ (with indicator b) and ‘‘best’’ (with

indicator a) are strongly positive).

For learning-based models, this paper uses stratified

k-fold cross-validation and K is set to 4. In addition, we run

the models five times and report the mean value and

standard deviation for different learning-based methods.

For the proposed MiMuSA, the tests are carried out on the

whole dataset since there is no need to split the dataset into

train set and test set.

5.2 Comparison of the influences of different
knowledge bases

Table 3 shows the influence of different knowledge bases

on the 3-class sentiment analysis. It is observed that when

the knowledge base becomes richer and richer, the per-

formance of the proposed method becomes better and

better. These results are consistent with human being’s

capability: the more knowledge we possess, the more

powerful we become in solving problems.

5.3 Performance comparison for aggregate-level
sentiment analysis

We use the two aforementioned datasets to compare our

proposed MiMuSA with four popular sentiment analysis

tools, namely Textblob [56], Vader [57], SentiWordNet

[58] and SenticNet [59]. Table 4 shows the results of

sentence-level sentiment analysis on the two datasets.

Since those existing works are only designed for aggregate-

level analysis, we conduct the comparison for 3-class

sentiment classification task.

As shown in Table 4, MiMuSA with all the knowledge

bases performs exceptionally well in the transport domain,

(Accuracy, F1-Score) = (0.9209, 0.9210), and it can also

outperform the other four classic non-learning-based

methods in the movie domain. These results demonstrate

the merit of MiMuSA.

5.4 Performance comparison for fine-grained
multi-class sentiment analysis

In order to test the performance of the proposed MiMuSA,

various existing multi-class sentiment analysis methods are

tested as the baseline models, which are three popular

machine learning models including Logistic Regression

(LR), Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) and SVM, and two DL models

including LSTM and CNN, and two pre-trained language

models, namely BERT and SentiBERT [60].

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, MiMuSA significantly

outperforms the existing methods with better performance

for both 3-class and 5-class sentiment identification on the

two datasets.

In addition, comparing the results with the existing

multi-class sentient analysis methods, in terms of both the

Accuracy and F1, it can be seen that the proposed MiMuSA

performs much better. This demonstrates the merit of the

proposed fine-grained multi-class sentiment analysis

achieved through the mimicking of human language

understanding processes.

In this work, we have conducted 5-class sentiment

analysis. However, MiMuSA can be extended to more fine-

grained, different strength levels, such as five positive

levels and five negative levels. Currently, there has been no

such multi-level sentiment analysis datasets or meth-

ods/tools available yet.

5.5 An example for explainability

In order to show the explainability function of the proposed

MiMuSA, an example is showcased in this section to

illustrate the sentiment understanding process.

Consider the sample data item, ’’I did not like it at

beginning, but it is in fact very good I found later.’’ Firstly,

‘‘like’’ and ‘‘good’’ are identified as Positive sentiment

indicators through the Basic Knowledge Base. ‘‘not’’ is

Table 2 Examples and explanations of strength-level indicators

Sentiment strength indicators Explanations Indicator examples

a: strongest indicator Strongest amplifiers Highest, biggest, largest, maximum, extremely, super, best

b: stronger indicator Stronger amplifiers Pretty, very, fairly, quite, effectively

c: baseline No amplifiers or diminishers There are no indicators, a, b, d appearing in the text

d: below-baseline Diminisher Slightly, weakly
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identified as Negation through the Negation Knowledge

Base, and the Negation handler function is triggered.

According to the WTN vector, the proposed MiMuSA will

identify that ‘‘not like’’ as negative since WTN of ‘‘like’’ is

‘‘- 1.’’ Then, the adversative conjunction ‘‘but’’ is identi-

fied through the adversative knowledge base, and the

ambivalence handling function is triggered. MiMuSA pri-

oritizes the polarity of the phrase after the conjunction

‘‘but.’’ As a result, MiMuSA classifies the sentence at the

aggregate level as a positive sentiment. After that, the

sentence is further identified as the fine-grained multi-class

sentiment—strongly positive due to the strength indicator

‘‘very’’—is identified to modify ‘‘good.’’

Table 3 Performance of the

proposed method with different

knowledge bases for aggregate-

level sentiment analysis (3

classes) (Transport Domain)

Different knowledge bases Performance with different knowledge bases

Option Accuracy F1

B0. Basic knowledge base B0 0.7401 0.7412

B1. Local language knowledge base B0, B1 0.7561 0.7573

B2. Negation and special knowledge B0, B1, B2 0.7976 0.8002

B3. Domain knowledge base B0, B1, B2, B3 0.8004 0.8029

B4. Sarcasm rule and adversative base B0, B1, B2, B3, B4 0.9134 0.9152

B5. sentiment strength knowledge base B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 0.9209 0.9210

Table 4 Performance comparison of MiMuSA with the existing non-

learning-based methods for aggregate-level sentiment analysis (3

classes)

Methods Transport domain Movie domain

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

Textblob [56] 0.5471 0.5248 0.4665 0.4931

Vader [57] 0.6582 0.6541 0.5335 0.5248

SentiWordNet [58] 0.5452 0.5229 0.5217 0.4797

SenticNet [59] 0.8545 0.8313 0.6774 0.6531

MiMuSA 0.9209 0.9210 0.7629 0.7597

Table 5 Performance

comparison of MiMuSA with

the existing learning-based

methods for fine-grained multi-

class sentiment analysis

(Transport Domain)

Methods 3 classes 5 classes

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

LR 0.7034 (±0.0144) 0.6884 (±0.0192) 0.5706 (±0.0061) 0.5436 (±0.0075)

NB 0.6667 (±0.0112) 0.6532 (±0.0052) 0.5292 (±0.0225) 0.5129 (±0.0229)

SVM 0.6930 (±0.0123) 0.6858 (±0.0114) 0.5697 (±0.0052) 0.5522 (±0.0070)

CNN 0.6878 (±0.0067) 0.6750 (±0.0072) 0.5533 (±0.0142) 0.5364 (±0.0123)

LSTM 0.6904 (±0.0051) 0.6818 (±0.0078) 0.5419 (±0.0183) 0.5247 (±0.0152)

BERT 0.7203 (±0.0450) 0.6707 (±0.0440) 0.5848 (±0.0205) 0.4936 (±0.0147)

MiMuSA 0.9209 0.9210 0.6365 0.6444

Table 6 Performance

comparison of MiMuSA with

the existing learning-based

methods for fine-grained multi-

class sentiment analysis (Movie

Domain)

Methods 3 classes 5 classes

Accuracy F1-Score Accuracy F1-Score

LR 0.6218 (±0.0189) 0.5943 (±0.0197) 0.4164 (±0.0216) 0.3692 (±0.0129)

NB 0.6274 (±0.0236) 0.6109 (±0.0239) 0.4011 (±0.0415) 0.3692 (±0.0129)

SVM 0.6008 (±0.0179) 0.5929 (±0.0163) 0.3863 (±0.0462) 0.3740 (±0.0348)

CNN 0.6242 (±0.0338) 0.6085 (±0.0312) 0.3944 (±0.0171) 0.3746 (±0.0193)

LSTM 0.5452 (±0.0610) 0.5404 (±0.0383) 0.3395 (±0.0667) 0.3189 (±0.0613)

BERT 0.7484 (±0.0412) 0.7027 (±0.0432) 0.4750 (±0.0215) 0.4364 (±0.0362)

MiMuSA 0.7629 0.7597 0.5024 0.5043
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Table 7 shows the vector representation of this sample

data item. Firstly, through Basic Knowledge Base, Local

Language Knowledge Base and Domain Knowledge Base,

vector M, which represents the intermediate sentiment

category of each element (e.g., word) of the sentence, can

be obtained, while vector N identifies negation words

through Negation Knowledge Base. Next, vector WTN

indicates whether the sentiment polarity of sentiment

words would be reversed if negation operation acts on it.

For this example, the sentiment of word ‘‘like’’ would be

reversed since its WTN is ‘‘- 1.’’ Then, the adversative

conjunction ‘‘but’’ would be identified through Conjunction

and Adversative Base, so we prioritize the polarity of the

phrase after the conjunction word ‘‘but,’’ which is denoted

by vector A. Vector S can be obtained through Sentiment

Strength Knowledge Base. Finally, the sentiment score

vector, C, can be obtained using vector S as well the vec-

tors above.

5.6 Further analysis and discussion

Sentiment analysis or sentiment understanding problem

can be configured as a classification task, and machine

learning-based methods are powerful tools for such tasks if

huge ground truth training datasets are available. However,

such labeled ground truth datasets are not always available,

or it is too expensive to obtain the labeled data for solving

real-world problem.

For example, each day, the Weibo platform produces

thousands of millions of blogs. For machine learning

methods, including the DL method, they are black-box

methods that require huge amount of training data for

classification tasks. Whatever the ratio of training and

testing data, e.g., 5:1, 4:1 or 3:1, such training and testing

paradigm in fact is fatally unpractical for language

understanding tasks including the task of sentiment

understanding of simple sentences. This is especially

challenging for multi-class sentiment understanding with

more categories, e.g., nine sentiment category

identification.

This may explain the reason why the latest so-called

intelligent robots are still not intelligent enough as there is

no true human language understanding processes involved.

Such a fact suggests that true language understanding—

mimicking the human language understanding process—is

the right direction for NLP tasks. Machine learning

including DL methods are still powerful tools which can be

used to conduct knowledge extraction to enhance true

language understanding and other symbolic AI algorithms.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed MiMuSA, a fine-grained multi-

class sentiment analysis method that mimics the human

language understanding process. The proposed MiMuSA

involves a multi-level modular structure designed to mimic

human’s language understanding processes, e.g., ambiva-

lence handling process, sentiment strength handling pro-

cess, etc. Different knowledge bases including Basic

Knowledge Base, Local Language Knowledge Base,

Negation and Special Knowledge Base, Adversative Base,

Sarcasm Rule and Sentiment Strength Knowledge Base

were constructed and used for the proposed sentiment

understanding method, in a similar vein as the human’s

multi-level knowledge acquisition and understanding

process.

In addition, a new set of multi-class sentiment ground

truth data in the transportation domain was constructed.

The experiments on the ground truth dataset as well as a

public dataset—the Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset—

demonstrated better performance of the proposed MiMuSA

compared against existing multi-class sentiment analysis

methods. The results not only demonstrate the remarkable

performance of the proposed MiMuSA across different

datasets, but also highlight the gains that can be obtained in

implementing and applying interpretable human-like sen-

timent analysis.

Moving forward, several potential improvements can be

made on this research. Aspect or topic-based sentiment

Table 7 An example of the vector representation of a sentence

Sentence I did not like it at beginning, but it is very good I found later

W I did not like it at beginning , but it is very good I found later

M 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

N 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WTN 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0

SA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -

1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
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analysis will be considered. More detailed human language

understanding processes other than just sentiment under-

standing will be implemented as part of future work. In

addition, more experiments will also be conducted to

provide more in-depth analysis on the explainable aspect

and various human-like characteristics.
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